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About This Game

Katana X is a sword simulation action game designed specifically for VR utilizing tracked motion controls. It's a highly
accessible game that is easy to get into and strangely addicting once you start. This game takes real physical skill of body control
and hand–eye coordination to get high scores. If you like motion gaming, swordplay, and having a serious workout session, this

is the game for you.

Katana X was initially inspired by the famous mobile fruit slicing game, but we wanted to make a game that you can actually
feel like you are wielding a sword and correctly physically interacting in the virtual world. Slice with the sharp edge of your

sword, try for combo opportunities, and avoid hitting bombs to achieve the high score! With practice and the right technique,
you might be surprised how high a score you can achieve. Who will be the next Katana Master?

Features

 Physics based, realistic cutting simulation - cut precisely, how you want, and where you want

 New fruit cutting training modes, to get familiar with the basics of the game

 Multiple fruit modes with a completely reworked spawning system

 Multiple new tatami mat cutting challenges

 2 unique scenes with day and night settings
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 Customize your swords with six changeable blades (katana or ninjatō variants) and three handles (shirasaya, cane,
classic katana fitting)

 Compete against your friends on local leaderbords or Katana X players from all over the world on the global
leaderboards

 Enjoy immersive, highly detailed 3D graphics and 3D positional audio in VR

 compatible with HTC Vive and Oculus Touch

Warning: Please Play Safely!

We care about your safety and the safety of others. This is an active, skill based game that simulates real world sword wielding
behavior. Due to the nature of fully immersive virtual reality, you may not be aware of your real surroundings. Please make sure
your play area is clear from walls, people, animals and any other obstructions that you may collide with once in this VR game.
Don't forget to use your wrist strap. If you feel tired or experience any discomfort, discontinue playing. Take breaks often. By

playing this game you accept all risk and liability.

Your Katana X Dev Team,

Ben and Alex
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Title: Katana X
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
Aargle, LLC
Publisher:
Aargle, LLC
Release Date: 9 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD Radeon™ R9 290

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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GanGiDoo APPROVED !!
. Honestly ...I thought it would be a good game , but ..number 1, I did not get anyone to answer or give me a tip on my queri (
stuck in reactor )..number 2 ...graphics and how things happen in the game need to be addressed......example ...in the cell room,
as you're walking ( running ) along the wall as you go up the stairs to get into ather rooms , it seems like the wall its two parts
and as you get closer ,it turns into an actuall wall......anyway , I believe the game is a one person endevour ( thums up for you )
but , in my opinion ...it needs work........ Become a true king of locker room!

M♂NLY Time killer. A maybe would be the most appropriate rating. Take note of my in game time.

I feel as though once you have about 1-2 hours of game time, you've pretty much seen what the game will be like 10 hours in.
It's mostly comprised of running missions ad inifitum until you "win" (if that's even a case) or you die; a rogue-like of sorts. The
only problem I can see is that most runs are going to run more or less the same; you'll run the same mission types again and
again with little in the way of variety. There are different weapons, and upgrades, but I wouldn't say you'll see anything in the
way of Binding of Isaac when it comes to builds and variety that keep the game interesting.

I almost feel as though Auroch could have saved themselves a good bit of money by NOT buying a licence from GW, and
simply skinned this as a Mad Max-esque car shooter in the vein of Road Redemption or Convoy and few would have really
noticed. It's missing some of the fun nuances that the table-top game has that you'll notice if you've ever played it before.

IT would almost be like taking Star Wars Armada, the pretty fun table-top game, and making a digital version of it, but a RTS
with Pause. It could be a serviceable game, undoubtedly, but not quite what a fan of Armada was looking for.. Dont buy it, I
didnt realize I could rent one so i bought the DLC...... great time killer pls buy very cheap aswell.. Amazing! it made my
brothers friend almost cryed when we paired it with some music, he built it up and let it go at the climax. Great moment.. Ethnic
cleansing has never felt so sensual.
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What you see is what you get. BitRay presents a series of physics based puzzles that require both logic and timing.
It has no save option, but the game is quite short as 15min is enough to complete it.
Worth a run if you get it a bundle.. The graphics arre horrible I had no idea what to do and got bored and felt sick of the
grapgics straight away and stopped playing... don't buy this game...i wouldn't of taken it as a gift.. its a waste of storage. A nice
character pack, with chill characters. Incredibly emotional and wonderful experience with a massive amount of replayability.
This is a must-have for any Choice of Games' fans.. Seriously? This game is not cool I mean, when I bought the game I didn't
imagine that all I will be doing was running in circles looking for many passwords to locked doors while some super-sensitive
and clunky witch figure chases you down? And not to mention the bad directional sound, you can barely make out where the
enemy is. Once she's seen you she's triggered and goes berserk after you. She literally sees you even when she shouldn't, that's
why I said she's super-sensitive. And then keeps circling your area, never goes away... There is little to no story, and the
gameplay is tedious and not fun, sorry guys!

The devs, however, are promising the game to get better in the future, so we can only hope. And if it does get better, as
becoming an enjoyable experience, then I will change my rating.. Its A Good Game...Fits To My Style Of Gameplay Anyways
(Cars and Guns)
But One Problem I Have Encountered Is That The Game Refuses To Start...(Dont Take This As A Reason To Not Get The
Game)

I Do Recommend It To Anyone Who Style Of Gameplay Include: Guns, Cars, Racing, Cars With Guns Etc
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